
Recalculating Charges Setting

Changes to Reservations (length of stay/Unit Type) will change the charges associated with the reservation.
Recalculation Settings can be selected to force the system to cancel all previous charges and recalculate new
charges based on the new length of stay/unit type change.

1 Recalculation Settings

To set Recalculation Charges:
Click Setup from the Menu Bar, expand Business Setup > 1. Business Information.
Click on the Preferences tab.

A) Recalculate Reservation On Charge: This setting will recalculate the reservation charges according to Rates Table for 

the new number of day(s)/unit type.

B) Show Charge Change Dialog Automatically After Rez Date Change?:  With this setting enabled, the charges will not be 

automatically recalculated, instead the Edit Charges box to automatically appear, allowing the operator to manually 
change the reservation charges.

Changes to the Guest Folio 
The Summary of Fees displayed in the Reservation Till Tape will Hide the Reversals. 
Click on Show Reversals to view the reserved charges.
Hide Reversals will hide the displayed reserved charges from the Till Tape.
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Recalculating Charges Setting

Recalculating Charges continued…

A Recalculate Reservation on Change Setting

With this setting enabled, the system will reverse out the original charges and reapply the new reservation charges 
according to the rates entered in the Rates table.

For Example:
Shortening a Week long reservation by one day 
Original Charges: One Week  @ Weekly rate
New Charges: 6 Days @ Daily rate

Before pressing Submit (to finalise the Reservation Change), you can select the Charges/Payments tab and press the 
Change link to show the Edit Charge(s) dialog box.

B Show Charges Change Dialog

With this setting enable, the Edit Charges box will automatically appear after a reservation change. 
The operator is able to then edit the charges associated with the change.
This will allow a specific rate to be entered in for the reservation change.

C No Setting enabled

With no settings enabled in 1. Business Information, any changes to the reservation will be calculated as normal.
For Example:
Shortening a Week long reservation by one day 
Original Charges: One Week  @Weekly rate i.e. $240
New Charges: Minus one Daily rate off Weekly Rate $240 - $40 (Daily Rate)
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